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American cultures that compels comparison with Eastern
Asia* and not with* let us say* Neolithic or Bronze Age
Western Europe?' He answers the question by em-
phasizing his 'strong belief that the culture of the American
Indian is a derived culture* in all essentials* and that an
explanation is to be sought in frequent contact with Asia.*
How far this contact was accompanied by actual migration
we cannot tell. It has been pointed out (e.g., by Hrdlicka*
Man> 1924* p. 84) that many Asiatics and Polynesians* and
particularly the inhabitants of Formosa and the Philippines,
are so like American Indians as to be indistinguishable from
them. This might be accounted for by early migrations
across the Bering Strait. But Hooton (Apes> Men and
Morons, p. 185) finds skulls of negroid type among those
of the early inhabitants of New Mexico; did these too come
across the Bering Strait? The popular belief that the
American Indian is red* while Asiatics are yellow or brown
is not in accordance with the facts* which show it to be at
least possible that there was considerable migration across
the Pacific.
It might be supposed that if there had been such migra-
tions or other contacts* there would be some reference to
them in Chinese literature* but Chinese references to
foreign countries are vague in the extreme* Laufer (Sino-
Iranica^ p. 468) gives some examples* such as that Po-Se^
normally Persia* must often be taken to refer to a part of
Malaya. Help is then hardly to be expected from records*
and as for traditions* I have tried elsewhere (in The Hero)
to show that they never have any historical value.
Our further evidence* then* must be drawn from traits
in which American culture finds parallels in limited
of the Old World* and those in particular which are
to the shores of the Pacific*
Let us start with stone statues.   10 mate

